Mewar University is launching the scheme of Teaching & Research Assistants (TRA) to attract fresh post-graduate students in the field of University Teaching & Research. The required qualifications for the candidates are:

PG degree with minimum 55% marks in the field of Arts, Humanities, Social Sciences Commerce, Management, Science, Engineering & Technology, Pharmacy, Agriculture And Education.

The Teaching & Research Assistantship will be for a period of 3 years, renewed annually. The fellowship amount will be Rs. 15,000/- p.m. The selected candidate has to work fulltime in the University and can register for Ph.D degree in the concerned Department. Alongwith the full time research, they need to engage in 15 hours of teaching and research assistance per week.

The Deans/HODs are requested to circulate the message to the prospective students so that we may attract fresh qualified post-graduates students. The last date for applying in the scheme of TRA is 30th April, 2017. The application format is also enclosed. This notification is also available on the website of the University.

Copy to:

1) PS to Hon’ble Chairperson for kind inf
2) Secretary, MES and Member BOM for kind inf
3) PS to VC for kind inf
4) PS to Pro VCs for kind inf
5) Shri Sunilji Gadiya, Management Rep for kind inf
6) Deans/Directors/COE/Dy COE
7) HODs/Dy Dir(Trg)/AR(Research)/M.Tech Coord for information & circulation
8) IT Support with the request to upload the notification on the website
9) Admission/Accounts/Examination/Stores/Warden/Receptionist/Main.I/C
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Mewar University
Gangrar, Chittorgarh

Officer-on-Special Duty